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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS) will provide the primary

Air Traffic Control (ATC) surveillance information for the 1980-1990 time

period as it is introduced gradwlly as a replacement for the present Air

Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS). The DABS Technical Develop-

ment Plan (TDP) (October 1971 ), identifies related technical issues, discusses

options, and presents a program leading to the definitions, design and eval-

uation of prototype DABS equipment. One of the technical issues identified

in the DABS TDP was that of selecting, specifying and validating new beacon

antenna systems which would differ

antenna in two major areas:

a. Addition of monopulse

significantly from the present ATCRBS

direction finding capability to the system;

this is to permit a large reduction in the interrogation rate from

that required by present beam splitting technique, with no loss in

accuracy.

b. Increase in the antenna vertical aperture to generate elevation

patterns which provide low illumination Of the grOund (this

trend is not unique to DABS; it has also been recommended as

an interim improvement for ATCRBS).

1
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This report discusses and summrizes the results of two DABS antenna

system design-cost trade off studies performed by industrial concerns with

substmtial design, fabrication and field maintenance experience related tO

similar antenna systems now in the field. The data frOm these studies, was

to be used to support other Lincoln Laboratory DABS studies leading to the

definition and specification of a cost- effective system design.

1.2 STUDY FORMULATION

In its role as the Systems Engineering Contractor for the FAA, the

Lincoln Laboratory sponsored No design/cost studies to

qualified potential vendors of antenna systems.

For purposes of the study, antenna systems were

categories to be investigated independently:

be carried out by

sub-divided into three

a. Independent Rotators: The se are mechanically rotated antennas

for DABS sensors whose look angle is not physically dependent

upOn that Of any primary radar.

b. Independent Agile Beam Antennas: These are electronically-

scanned arrays whose beam positioning sequence is completely

flexible.

c. Co-1ocated Antennw: For mechanically- rotating systems, co~

location was defined as beacon and radar antennas sharing the

same pedestal. For agile systems co-location meant sharing

the same tower with the radar.

Antenna performance parameters of interest are summarized in

Table 1.1.

2
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Table 1.1. Specified range of interest of antenm systems parameters.

Antenna Requirements

Gain:

Azimuth Beamwidth:

Power Handling:

Mainbeam Ripple (elev. ):

Antenna System Parameters:

>20 dB

>2°

2.5 kW peak, 1 kW average
(1)

Direction-Finding Accuracy:

Elevation cut-off rate:

Azimuth Sidelobes:

Elevation sidelobes

Up-date time (rotators )

Beam Reposition Time (agile):

Beam Hop-over:

~ 1.5 dB(2)

O.l”to 1.0°(30

1 to 5 dB/deg.

20 to 40 dB

13t023dB

1 to 15 see(3)

1 to 5 psec

none, 20, 4°

(1)

(2)

It now appears that the power requirements for DABS can considerably
be relaxed (up to a factor of five) ‘i

Rather than the sector-type elevation pattern implied by the specification
[

shaped-beams of the cosecant- squared type are currently favored for the

(3)
DABS application.

. .

The interest in the lower up-date times was notivated by potential

applications tO parallel appr Oach mOnitOring, metering, and spacing.

3



The cost information on any one configuration was intended to reflect

the procurement price for a production lot of 100 units designed to meet cur-

rent pertinent FAA specifications.

Emphasis was to be given by the study contractors to the direction-

finding portion of the performance analysis. The accuracy to be determined

usually referred to as “inherent accuracYt “ was to include only the sensor-

induced errors. Explicitly excluded were interference and multipath effects.

The impact of various combinations of signal strengths, signal structure, and

number of replies were to be examined.

1.3 STUDY EXECUTION

Texas Instruments (Dallas) and Westinghouse (Baltimore) were selected*

to carry out studies on all three types of systems. The effOrts lasted abOut

five months, from August to December 1972, with progress being monitored

at regular intervals. Study guidelines were modified as necessary during

the study program to reflect the evolution of the DABS concepts and requirements.

Each contractor’s findings are presented in final repOrts, frOm which mOst Of

the information presented in this report is drawn.

1.4 AIMS OF REPORT

The basic aim of this report is to present in a single document the I

essential results of the two studies which are pertinent to the present status

of the DABS program, and in such a manner as to be useful to those whO might

need to make decisions based on these results.

~<
After the release of an RFP to more than a dozen interested companies,
seven proposals were received and each was evaluated on the basis of
technical content and cost independently.

4
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While every attempt was made at directly extracting the appropriate

information from the contractors’ final repOrts, it was fOund necessary tO

occasionally modify some of the material so that the above stated goal could

be best achieved. In general, we have preserved the anon.+ity of the source

of any item; since our contractors were intentionally allowed to differ in their
.

interpretation of the requirements details, some inappropriate comparisons

might otherwise be made. In order to streamline the presentation, many of the

design procedures and details included in the final reports have been om ltted.
f

This report does not culminate in a recommended design, primarily

because no single cotiiguration emerged as unquestionably superior. What

has been established as a result of these studies are the existence and associated

cost of solutions to a range of performance parameters as well as parametric

trends. As such, they will significantly contribute to the formulation of a

rational set of system specifications.

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT

This report is organized into sections corresponding to the three dif-

ferent categories of antenna systems, i. e. rOtating, agile beam, and cO-10cated.

In rotators, the design cost issues associated with the major sub-

systems are first discussed individually. This is followed by a summary of I

the cost of complete systems which provide various levels of performance,

and by some discussion of the trade- offs which exist at the total antenna system

level. A discussion of the associated monopulse direction finding performance

.
is also included.

In agile beam cylindrical arrays, the discus sion follows the same gen-

eral outline but is more restricted in scope since fewer design options were found

to be worth considering.

5



Systems which are co-located with primary radar are discussed

separately for the ASR and ARSR installations. Various cotiigurations,

from integra beacon feeds to back-to-back mounting, are discussed,

varying

●

✎
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SECTION 2

INDEPENDENT ROTATORS

2.1 ANTENNA SYSTEM COMPONENTS

2. 1.1 Planar Array

Planar arrays (see Fig. 2.1 ) which appear to be suitable for DABS are

characterized by:

● Vertical dipoles on a rectangular element grid: O. 5 to

O. 6 L spacing in the vertical direction and about O. 8 to

O. 9 L in the horizontal direction.

● Column elements interconnected by identical power-

dividing networks to permit elevation pattern control.

● Elevation networks connected by two horizontal

networks to generate independent sum and difference

azimuth monopulse patterns .

Independent vertical and horizontal control of the aperture illumination

and the flexibility this allows in shaping the radiation pattern are the key features

of planar arrays . Individually- optimized sum and difference patterns can be

obtained, subject only to the aperture size constraints. By virtue of the

,, pattern separability the apparent azimuth beamwidth and other related para-

meters such as monopulse slope, vary monotonically with the el~vation angle.

7
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.Fig. 2. 1. Planar Array Configuration ( DABS Expe rit~~ental Facility).
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The horizon cut- off rate of the elevation pattern is to first order,

determined by the aperture height, and, to second order, by the elevation

side lobes and mainbeam ripple. A nominal value of the horizon cut- off rate

may be taken as the slope at the -6 dB point of the diffraction-limited beam

generated by the same size aperture. The shape of the elevation pattern may

be varied from the “sector” to’ the cosecant- squared type without significant

effects upon the the cut- off properties. Hopover of the beam is a feature

closely connected with the elevation pattern generation and, if required, must

be included as an integral feature (as opposed to an add-on modification kit).

From the results of the two studies it may be concluded that the cost

of the antenna structure including dipole elements, elevatiOn netwOrks and

ground plane, is nearly proportional to the aperture area. The proportionality

factor lies between $2OO and $4OO per square foot, depending On the aPerture

size and manufacturing technique. The azimuth monopulse feed network

completes the antenna assembly; its cost is about $115 per linear foot of

ape rture width. Typically, the fabrication techniques consist of printed 6ir -

cuit etched dipoles, stripline distribution networks and coaxial cable inter-

connections similarto those used for the DABS Experimental Facility array.

The fact that the results could be summarized, even though only approximately

in terms of a linearized cost model, implies that no cost breakpoints were exhibited.

The range of aperture sizes considered and the usually associated

performance parameters are given in Table 2.1. TWO ~pecial features were

also evaluated: limited agility and hopover. The type Of limited agilitY

considered during the study consisted of two possible beam positions symmetrically

located about brOadside and separated by abOut One beamwidth. The added



Table 2.1. Plamr Array Aperture Sizes.

Beamwidth Width

2° ~q, _ 321

4° 141 - 16’ rCutoff Rate

1 dB/deg

3 dB/deg

Height

4’ - 4.7’

91 - 10 I

16’ - 18’

cost was $400 per foot of aperture width. The cost of discrete step hop-

over was evaluated at approximately $10 per square foot of aperture (two

steps maximum).

2. 1.2 Paraboloidal Reflectors

Unlike planar arrays, parabOlOidal reflectors (see Fig. 2. 2) are ‘erY

much affected by the elevation patterns requirements which can result in two

design approaches.

● Single feed, spoiled reflector designs are most suited for high

gain patterns, such as cosecant- squared or low cut-off sector

beams. They are exemplified by the ASR and ARSR designs.

Beam hopover can be implemented, when desired, using an ,

autiliary feed similar to the passive horn in the ASR and ARSR.

● Vertically stacked feeds are employed to generate sector beams

with sharp horizon cut- offs. For comp~rable performance, the

height is essentially the same as for arrays. The multiple feeds

provide a natural means of implementing ,hopover.

10



and Tower.Fig. 2.2. Paraboloidal Reflector Antenna



The shaping of azimuth patterns is a problem common to both types

of feed. There is a considerable inventory of experience available for use,

however, in de signing optimized monopulse feeds. While patterns obtaimble

using reflectors are not as accurately predictable and development involves

more empirical work, past experience has shown that such antennas can be

made to satisfy a large range of specifications. The behavior of the mono-

pulse patterns versus elevation angle for the paraboloidal antenna is generally

more complex than it is for arrays, especially at the higher elevatiOn angles.

Because this behavior could not be examined in detail, mono,pulse behavior

similar to that of arrays was assumed in the direction finding analysis.

For cost accounting purposes, we can break down the antenna into the

reflector structure, the feed and the feed supports. The current production

techniques for reflectors result in costs of $40 to $50 per square foot of

aperture. For most systems the cost for the feed and supports is small

compared to the totil cost and is independent of the reflector size.

The aperture sizes considered are shown in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Paraboloidal Reflector Sizes.

4° I 14.5’ - 18.5
II

3 dB/deg I 9’ - 11’ I
6° 9.51 -12.5’

I
5 dB/deg 15! - 19’



2. 1.3 Horizontal Parabolic Reflector

*

This implementation ( see Fig. 2. 3) is a hybrid betieen the array and

the paraboloid; it derives its array-like azimuth properties from a linear

array feed and its paraboloid- like elevation properties either from the reflec-

tor contour (cosecant-squared pattern) or the way in which linear feeds are

vertically-stacked (sector beam). The reflector itself must be extended some-

what horizontally to properly image the extreme elements of the feed. The

monopulse properties of such an antenna are identical to those of planar arrays.

For costing purposes, the antenna conveniently divides into two parts.

The reflector and associated structure again costs approximately $40 to $50

per sq~re foot. In one configuration, the feed is a simple linear array similar

in etiernal appearance to the present ATCRBS antenna but internally different

to provide sum and difference outputs. .klthough these data were not provided

explicitly, the cost is inferred to be approximately $350 to $4OO per linear

foot . When stacked line sources are used, the feed is actually a planar array

with a few rows and the array cost guidelines previously given apply. The

range of aperture sizes considered is shown in Table 2. 3.

Table 2.3. Horizontal Parabolic Reflector Sizes

m
13

Cutoff Rate H-t

1 dB/ deg I 3.5’ - 8.2’



.

Fig. 2.3. Horizontal Parabolic Reflector and Tower.
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2. 1.4 Vertical Parabolic Reflector

This is also a hybrid between the array and the paraboloid but in the

OpPOsite sense to the horizontal parabolic cyclinder. It derives its array-

like elevation properties from the vertical linear feed (see Fig. 2. 4) and its

reflector-like azimuth properties from the horizontal feed shaping. The

main limitation of this arrangement is the large blocking of the feed which

cannot be offset if adequate azimuth monopulse operation is to be achieved.

There is also an aperture defocusing problem which occurs at higher elevation

angles (similar to the circular array problem) which results in broadened beams

and high sidelobes. Jt is an attractive configuration when large cut- offs and

moderate beamwidths are required (aperture height larger than the width).

The cost features are very

reflector.

2. 1.5 Omni-directional Antenna

similar to those of the horizontal parabolic

Separate omni antennas whose elevation patterns are the same as that

of the directional antenna usually take the form of a vertical array of elements.

These are inherently about as tall as the directional antenna. The elevation

pattern is shaped by a power dividing network which feeds the elements.

The omni-directional property is obtained by positioning elements around

a vertical axis of symmetry. These antenms cost typically about $500 per

1+.near foot.

2. 1.6 Monopulse Processor

The purpose of the monopulse processor is to provide an estimate of

the azimuth angle associated with an identified reply (or replies). In the

,.
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design cost study, detection and data editing were to be provided by other

unspecified hardware. Thus, the significance of this simplified processor

design cost effort was that of providing means of separately evaluating the

impact of the monopulse processor and associated hardware on the inherent

accuracy. It is now apparent that in an actual DABS sensor, the functions

of detection, decoding, direction finding, and special purpose data editing

will be more integrated in the hardware than was assumed to be the case for

purposes of the studies.

Three types of monopulse receivers suitable for DABS were investi-

gated. Each provides a normalized output independent of the signal strength,

and unambiguously related to the off-bore sight angle. Simplified block dia -

grams are shown in Fig. 2.5.

The scheme of Fig. 2. 5a, referred to as a “logarithmic ratio pro-

cessor, “ generates the difference of the logarithms of the sum and difference

signals (equivalent to the logarithm of their ratio). This provides an unam-

biguous relationship between output signal and azimuth angle (the polarity is

obtained by a phase detector) considerably beyond the 3 dB beamwidth. This

output can be quantized as is or it can be passed through an exponentxtion

I
circuit before quantization to get back to the ratio, and produce a mOre linear

angular calibration, if desired. The basic drawback of this scheme is the 30

to 40 dB additional dynamic range required to handle the difference pattern

variation. Using a 7- stage log amplifier tiith a 45 dB dynamic range (this

implies the ehmination of the effect of range variation by sensitivity control)

the price of this receiver is $7K; the receiver imperfections contribute a

maximum DF error which is 1. 7Y. of the off-bore sight angle. The angle
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Fig. 2.5. Block Diagrams of Monopulse Processors.
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estimate is also based, in this case, on a linear calibration curve. From

other related data provided one can infer that the cost of a read- only memory

used for compensation of non-linearities would constitute only a fractional in-

crease in the basic receiver cOst.

In the other amplitude comparison scheme, shown in Figure 2. 5b, RF

antenna outputs corresponding to two angle- squinted beams are fed through

logarithmic detectors and then subtracted, yielding a hi-polar video from which

the angle can be deduced. For reference, such a receiver with an 80 dB

dynamic range and 2. 5% maximum possible slope error was priced at $9K.

The angular region over which this scheme generates an unambiguous output

is more limited than desired. This is due to the fact that:

When the squinted beams are generated directly by the

antenna, the limit is determined by the first nulls of the

individual patterns.

When the squinted “beams are generated from linear

combinations of independent sum and difference beams

(“Z t A“ and “Z - A“), the limit corresponds to the sum

to difference crossover or about 3 dB beamwidth.

Although this limitation wa’s not of consequence according to the origi~al

study ground rules, it reduces the desired flexibility for DABS interrogation.

Specifically, it may preclude direction finding in situations when there ‘is suf-

ficient signal strength to perform detection and communication, for example,

for near-in targets outside the 3 dB beamwidth.

The phase comparison scheme shown in Fig. 2. 5C has its origin in

the simple DF scheme in which the bearing angle is obtained by measuring the

relative phase between two displaced antennas. This scheme is refined in
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optimized monopulse systems by first generating independent sum and difference

patterns, each having low sidelobes and making maximum use of the available

aperture, then combining them through a hybrid to yield outputs given by

!!~+ jAll and l!~- jA!l, It can be verified that the aperture illumimtians associated

with these new patterns tend to look like overlapping antennas with displaced

phase centers. The normalization of the two signals is accomplished by phase-

matched limiters. The bipolar tideo output of the phase detector contains all

the angle information, The detector characteristics assumed during the study

were of the simple sinusoidal type and y~ld ambiguous outputs beyond ~ 90°

phase difference. This re suits in the same restriction in the unambiguous

monopulse llfield of ~ewll as the previOu~ amplitude comparison system.

Fortunately, unlike the amplitude system, the phase cOmparisOn sYstem can

be made to work over the full beam by providing a phase detector which is

unambiguous over t 180°; such a scheme is being considered.

Although there is no fundamental difference between the amplitide and

phase comparison systems, the nature Of the hardware favOrs the latter fOr

improved accuracy. To further reduce receiver errOrs, induced by phase

imbalance, it is sugge steal that the &o channels be interchanged on a pulse

to pulse basis or equivalent rate (the same scheme could have also been applied

tO the amplitude system); after A/D conversion, sampled data are averaged

taking the sign reversal into account. A read-only memory performs the non-

linear conversion of the data to an angle estimate. Such a receiver/processor

was costed at $14K this includes a s“eparate logarithmic channel for the signal

out of the “sum!! beam.



2. 1.7 Radome

The possible use of a radome s considered for two reasons. Firstly,

past experience has shown that when a radome is included from the outset,

significant relaxations in the design of the remainder of the antenna system

can be tolerated, resulting, iq some cases, in lower Overall cOst. SecOndly,

the radome may be added to accommodate more stringent operational or

enviro~ental conditions at some locations.

Foam-core radomes with fiberglass shells were considered well-

-suited for the frequency and sizes of interest. Costs protided are smmarized

in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4. Radome Costs.

Radome diameter 22 ft 26.5ft 48 ft

Antenna size 10-14 ft 14-18 ft 18-38 ft

costs $12K $19K $34K

2. 1.8 Pe,destal and Drive

In contrast with antennas which are generally custom-made for a par-

ticular system, pedestals and drives are traditionally selected from an

inventory of FAA-qualified de signs on which a considerable amount of field I

experience is available. Therefore, for purposes of this study, activity was

reduced to s electing the right combimtion of pedestal and drive to meet the

requirements imposed by a particular antenna. Both study contractors

pkced an upper bound on the selected drive rating (HP) which they felt could

meet the reliability and maintainability requirements of the FAA 2100 specs.

The ratings were, however, different. In one cage, 10 hp was the selected



limit and in the ,other it was 30 hp. Whenever these drive requirements were

exceeded, a radome was used. Most costs are based on pedestals and drive

similar to the ASR - 7 types. No parametric cost information was available on

the pedestals. Drive costs are about $7. 5K for 5 hp with a local sensitivity

of $250/hp. The total cost of pedestal and drive ranged frOm $30K to $60K.

2. 1.9 Tower

Tower designs and

FAA specifications. This

costs are based on the ASR-7 type designed to meet

configuration consists of a 16 ft high basic section

to which can .be added Up to six 10 ft sectiOns. The cOst Of the basic secti On,

(parts only) ranges from $15K to $22K and the cost of 10 ft sections corres-

pondingly varies from $3K to $4. 4K.

2.2 ANTENNA SYSTEM COSTS

Initially, i! was felt that DF accuracy was a natural independent Para-

meter for the basic characterization of a DABS antenna system. This was

reflected in a way in which the studies were carried out and results reported.

After looking at the results this does not seem to be so. The reasons for

this lie in the fact that the system DF accuracy is dependent on too many

non-constant or unconstrained parameters. From the re suits of the study i~

is clear that azimuth beamwidth is a more useful characterization in terms

of performance and cost. The systems which were costed in detail fell into

either the 2, 4, or in a few cases, the 6° beamwidth categOry. These

beamwidths provided DF accuracy in the range of interest.

The next major parameter that itiluences cost is the rate of vertical

cut-off whose impact was evaluated for aperture heights corresponding to
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the following nomim 1 values: 1, 3, and 5 dB/degree (see Tables 2. 1, 2.2,

and 2. 3. ) The total system costs are summarized in Fig. 2.6. For any

combination of beamwidth and cut-off rate, the spread in costs includes

the effects of such factors as azimuth side lobes (20 to 30 dB), elevation

sidelobes ( 13 to 20 dB), and alternate viable implementations. The cost

data for each contractor were kept separate and illustrate the sort of variation

encounte red in competitive bidding for new antenna systems. Further var-

iations, not included in the data, result from the inclusion of hopover. and

from data rates other than 4 seconds; the impact of the latter is discussed

further below.

The impact of sidelobes on cost was taken into account in a dual

fashion. Firstly, to the extent that azimuth sidelobes are determined by the

amplitude tapers, the apertures were typically sized according to the curves

shown in Fig. 2.7. The same procedure was used for the elevation side-

lobes by controlling those of the individual component beams. The results Of

Fig. 2.7, combined with the cOsts per unit area prOvided earlier make it

possible to determine one of the direct contributors to the cost impact of

sidelobe levels. Secondly, for one cOntractOr at least> the type ‘f antenna

to be implemented was selected on the basis Of the sidelObe performance I

required. This selection process was not always clear cut, and, in this case,

the cost trade-off was not explicitly furnished.

Another intere sting statistic is the cost of the antenna in relation to

the total antenna system cost. The picture is unfortunately clouded by the

fact that our two contractors did not have the same cost breakdown procedures

and that they did not always select the same implementation. The figures
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quoted below are based in each case on what we believe from the combined

results to be the lower available cost. The basic trend is for the antenna to

represent a larger fraction of the total cost as its size increases. The largest

and most expensive antenna considered (2° beamwidtbs and 5 dB/deg cut-

off rate) represents 60 ~. of the total cost; this represents the top of the scale

not only in terms of size but also in terms of antenna cost per square foot.

The breakdown in Table 2.5 for the case of a 2° beamwidth and 3 dB/deg

cutoff shows that the antenna can represent a small fraction of the total

system cost. In this case the radome, which is recommended for this antenna

size, permits the use of the less expensive but also less aperture-efficient

horizontal cylinder reflector. In the 4° beamwidth and 3 dB/degree cut- off

range, that same implementation results in an antenna cost which is 22 ~. of

the total cost (note that the radome is no longer needed). The least expensive

antenna both in absolute and relative terms is a spoiled paraboloidal reflector an-

tenna with a 4° beamwidth and 1 dB/deg. cut-off (or about 2.5 dB/deg in a

cosecant - squared mode) which represents only 14Y. of the total system cost.

On the basis of the above results, the basic conclusion reached is that the

antenna RF performance is generally not the largest cost determining factor;

one of our contractors believes that this conclusion is a consequence of I

environmental and reliability requirements and the way they influence the

remainder of the system.

From the discussion in Section 2.1, it can be concluded that there

are no significant cost break potits when the subsystems are looked at

individually; costs are simply a progressively increasing smooth function of

performance measures. The same is true for the system as a whole with

one major exception.
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Table 2.5. Cost Breakdown for Sample Systems.

(In Percent of Total Antenna System Cost)

Performance 2° BW, 3 dB/deg 4° BW, 3 dB/deg 4° BW, I dB/deg

Item (Contractor A) (Combination A&B ) (Contractor B)

N
4

Ant e nna 23.5 22.0 14.0

SLS Omni 2.0 7.5 3.5

Monoplse Receiver 5.5 9.5 11.5

Pedestal and Drive 21.0 44.0 51.0

Tower 20.5 17.0 20.0

Radome 27.5 0 0

To&l 1007. 100% 100’%



As mentioned earlier in Section 2.1.8, when the combination of aper-

ture dimensions and rotation rates are such that the required drive power

exceeds some threshold value, 10 hp for one contractor and 30 hp for the

other, a radome is used and the drive and pedestal are redesigned accordingly. “

Figure 2.8, provided by one contractor, shows the required drive powers as

a function of the antenna dimensions and rotation rate, with and without a

radome. Clearly, the impact of the radome is significant. For the 4° beam-

tidth systems rotated at 15 rpm, no radome is required. When the rotation

is increased to 30 rpm, the required drive powers lie in the transition region.

At 60 rmp the required drive definitely exceeds the imposed limit and,

accordingly, a radome is warranted. Although the radome acquisition cost

is in this case abOut $Z9K this is still considerably less than the cOst

which would be incurred if one were to try a brute force approach using drive

powers of the order of 100 hp.

For the 2° beamwidth systems, even at 15 rpm the only apertures that

do not require radomes are those corresponding to a I dB/deg cut-off. For

apertures with a 3 dB/deg cut-off the situation is marginal. At the 5 dB/deg

rate, the use of a radome was judged to be cost effective even though the net

cost is between $40K and $50K. When the rotation rate is increased to 30 ~pm

then, all 2° beamwidth configurations require a radome. At 60 rpm, One

contractor even recommended the use of a shroud ($30K) over the antenna to

reduce the turbulence inside the radome.

2.3

using

SYSTEM DIRECTION FINDING ACCURACY

The accuracy with which the azimuth angle of a target can be estimated

in the absence of multipath and interference
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I

has been called “inherent” accuracy. The approach that has been used is to

ek,almte, for various sources, the errOr in repOrted azimuth when ~nlY a

single reply is available. This will be taken as the “baseline perfOr~nce. “

Subsequently, the utilization of several replies, when available, will be,, dis-

cus sed and improvements evaluated. Rather than following tk~ convention of

resolving overall errors into contribtiti.oris by subsystems, the errors will

be or.der”ed” according to their statistical nature.

2. 3...1 T“otally Random Errors

In practice., the only source of error which is randofi on a pulse to

pulse basis is noise, contributed imai~lly by the mixer and ea~lY -stages Of the

receiver. Its effect: onazimuth error is given by the fdllawing formuk:

( 1.)

where

u = Azimuth accuracy, standard de~iatiOn.

‘B
= Beamwidth (3 dB). I

SNR = Operating single chip signal-to-noise ratio in sum channel

N = Number of independent samples.

e = Off-bore sight angle.

This approximate formula assumes a linear A/Z ratio and cross-over

at the 3 df3 point. The qwntity eB/u is sometimes referred tO as the
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llbeam-~~lit ratio, 1, and is plotted in Fig. 2.9 as a function Of the prOduct

SNR x N (effective SNR) because of the large range of values which this

parameter can take on particularly in the absence of sensitivity time control.

In the ATCRBS mode, we can conservatively assume that in some

cases only the two bracket pulses will be available; with a 14 dB SNR (nOminal

minimum detection threshold level), the beam splitting factor on a single reply

is 15 and represents the “rock bottOm” performance. A reasonable design

for the DABS downlink power budget would more likely be adjusted to pro-

vide about 20 dB SNR at a 100 mi maximum range except under efireme

fading conditions. With 10 available samples declared free of multipath and

interference by the reply processor, the beamsplitting ratio would be of the

order of 70.

Another approach is to evaluate the dependence of this noise- limited

accuracy measure on beamwidth for some constant incoming signal. This

permits one to edibit explicitly the important trade-off for DABS between the

higher on-axis accuracy of a high gain antenna, and the wider field of view of a

broader beam. We can express the operating SNR as a function of beamwidth

and off-axis angle in terms of, for example, the On-axis SNR fOr a Z“ beam-

width. I

SNR = SNR ref (~ ~e/eB) (2)

where ~e/eB) is the normalized sum pattern. Substituting (2) in ( 1 ) this yields

1 ’342 m“ (,)~= .—

d- 4
aefeB) .

—
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Figure 2.10 is useful when the monopulse window can be treated as the

independent parameter characterizing the design requirements. It gives one

input for the selection of the beamwidth which provides the best overall per-

formance over the entire desired window. For example, if direction-finding

were desired over t 2° there is a difficult trade-off to be made between the 2

and 4° beamwidths; a 3° beamwidth might, in this case, be a reasonable

compromise. It is important to keep in mind that the results plotted in

Fig. 2.10 were obtained by assuming a constant incident power density on the

antenna thereby allowing the narrower beamwidths to realize the full benefits

of increased gain; they would not apply if, fOr example, One attempted tO take

advantage of the increase in gain by lowering the transponder power.

2. 3.2 ,, Reply _ dependent” Err Ors

Certain errors are constant from pulse to pulse, within a reply, but

their magnitude depends on some of the parameters which describe individual

interrogations. For example, they depend on the off-bore sight angle which,

for a given sweep, can be thOught Of as partially randOm. ‘epending ‘n ‘he

structure of the scheduler, it may not be truly random. When several

replies are received on a single scan at different off- foresight angles one can,
I

thro~h some averaging process, smo Oth out the azimuth estimate in a manner

analogous to the way that independent samples are averaged within a reply to

reduce the effects of noise.

Calibration errors are the prime contributors to this kind of inaccuracy.

On a single reply basis they are difficult to tie down because they depend on the

e~ent to which nonlinearities are taken into account. Whereas, one contractor

made his error computations based on the best linear fit, the other included
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a ,!~ook-up!! table, implemented as a read-only memory, in its design PrOcess

(and cost) thereby tirtually elimimting the problem. The present trend

toward utilization of more than 3 dB beamwidth implies that significant non-

linearities in the monopulse function are to be expected. The mOdest

incremental cost of an adequate read-only-memory seems to heavily bias

the trade-off in its favor. Because the monopulse function is monotonically

increasing, any calibration error will also tend to increase with off- foresight

angle. When the curve”is linear, the err Or, 6~, may be the approximately

written in terms of the off- foresight angle, e, the fractional receiver cal-

ibration error, 6m, and the fractional antenna pattern slope error, 6k, as

69=0 [bmt bk].

In the logarithmic amplitude prOce ss Or, a typical upPer bOund ‘n bm

is about 2 ~. over the full range of amplitude and reply frequency. No

equivalent number was available for the phase processing system but our

experience at the DA BSEF indicates that smaller values can be achieved.

Although the effect of elevation angle ( a) on the pattern slope can be

explained using different viewpoints, the cOmmOn element is the cOOrdinate

transformation associated with a p - 0 system. That error is given by I

Cos a - Cos a

6k(a) = c
Cos ac

where ac is the selected calibration angle and, as shOwn in Fig. 2. 11, is

small for low elevation angles. Since traffic densities are highest at low

elevation angles, the error willc. nrrespondingly be small for a large fraction

of the A/G population.
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Two significant observations may be made. Firstly, the “reply bias”

errors tend to be of opposite polarity on either side of boresight; this

provides a rapid reduction of the net error when two or more replies,

sdficiently separated, are available. Secondly, the errors are essentially

independent of beamwidth; the driving parameter is off- foresight angle.

Unlike the present ATCRBS beam splitting technique which is highly

constrained in performance, monopulse direction-finding in DABS is closely

related to the interrogation management in general and scheduling in particular.

It, therefore, seems appropriate to touch upon the impact of some of the pro-

posed schedulers on this error. According to present plans, there may be

four ATCRBS and DABS all-call interrogations uniformly distributed as the

beam scans through the target. Even a simple estimate averaging algorithm

will drastically reduce the net error: if one thinks of this error as random

over the ensemble of possible interrogation timing, its average will be zero

and its rms value is about 1/7 of the maximum single hit error. For DABS

roll-call one or two interrogations might be prescheduled. In the one hit

case, the reply-bias error is strongly affected by which portion of the sweep is

allotted to prescheduling. When two hits are scheduled on either side of bore-

sight, the sweep bias can be substantially lowered by direct averaging. I

Other contributors to the reply-dependent errors are:

. A/D quantization of the monopulse signal: for an 8 bit (7 plus

sign) converter, the rms error is about 1/4 ~. of the mafimum

off- foresight angle.

● Azimuth shaft encoder: for a 14 bit encoder, the rms error

is less than O. 0060 and is negligible.
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2. 3.3 Sweep-dependent Errors

These are errors which vary only from sweep-to-sweep (or scan-to-

scan) and therefore cannot be eliminated by any kind of processing.

Wind-induced deflections of the antenna aperture causing a foresight

shift is an example. One contractor indicates that from past experience the

maximum shift for a 40 ft aperture can be kept to less than O. 05° for the

usual FAA environmental requirements. The extent to which this depends on

the antenna width is strongly influenced by the mechanical de sign criterion.

For a constant maximum deflection, the error increases as the antenna gets

smaller; this trend does not follow the intuitive notion that one should be able

to better control a smaller antenna than a Iarger one. Such an issue can be

resolved either by a more detailed consideration of the trade- off between

manufacturing cost and structural rigidity or by explicitly specifying the

tolerable angular deviation. Another such error can be caused by drive gear

backlash in the presence of wind. For the drive mechanism quoted earlier, the

error has been estimated at O. 02° maximum.

Whereas the above errors are related to time-varying factors, there

are sweep dependent errors which are also azimuth-dependent. For emmple,

a radome can, in principle, be a source of such an error; however, the use of

a foam radome has been found to virtually efiminate this problem. The rota ry

joint can also introduce an error if the Z and A channels do not track in amplitude

A 0.05 dB error appears to be a reasonable design specification and leads to

an error which is l/2% of the off- foresight angle.

2. 3.4 Scan-independent Errors

The errors considered here are system biases. Sources of such

errors include errors in the initial system boresight alignmeti during
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calibration. None of these appear sufficiently large to be taken into account in

the total error budget. Also, since there are variations in the antenna bore-

sight as a function of elevation which can not be taken into account in the cal-

ibration or alignment, this causes an additional bias error for a target which

does not change altitude rapidly from scan-tO- 5can. This errOr is PrimarilY

attributed to aperture errors and is proportional to the’ azimuth beamwidth.

The nominal figure is about t O. 01° per degree beamwidth maximum.

2.3..5 Direction Finding Summary

The overall picture of tk DF accuracy is swmarized on Table 2.6

for the two principal beamwidths of interest that is, 4° and 2°. The ‘Umbers

tabulated are to be interpreted as a mixture of achievable performance and

specified performance. Contributions which are negligible have been omitted.

The 4° beamwidth system can be expected to provide the DABS baseline accuracy

Ofo.15 0 “one sigma. “
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SECTION 3

AGILE BEAM SYSTEMS

Early in the study, both contractors confirmed that of several possible

configurations, cylindrical arrays best met tbe requirements of the DABS

agile beam systems.

3.1 REVIEW OF DESIGN PROBLEM

3. 1.1 Aperture

For the arrays that were considered, the elements are located on a“

rectangular grid wrapped around the cylinder. Elements slang a common

vertical line are interconnected by power distribution networks. In contrast

to the unscanned, planar arrays previously described, which can tolerate

horizontal element spacings of about O. 9A, O. 5A element spacing was chOsen

for cylindrical arrays. The primary reason for this decrease is to control

sidelobes; the nature of this problem is unique to circular arrays. This has

a very significant cost impact because the number of columns (total or
I

excited) per unit length is almost double that of rotating planar arrays. For

equal beamwidths, the nwber of elements in the circular array is about 10

times that of a planar array. More detailed numerical information is presented

in Fig. 3. 1.

Another question is whether or not the array should be focused at

more than one elevation angle. This too has a significant impact on the
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~m
cost of the elevation networks. The selection is made by exam~g the ‘Irun

off” or the maximum element phase error for elevation angles other than the

focusing angle. In the cases that were examine~ the choice was between one

or two levels and is primarily determined by the radius. Therefore, the

radius most seriously impacts the total cost of the aperture: doubling the

radius doubles the number of elements and columns and, because of dual

focusing, can require elevatiOn netwOrks of the dOuble-ladder ‘ype as ‘as

found to be the case in going frOm 4° BW tO a 2° BW.

3. 1.2 Beam Forming and Steering

Cost/benefit trade-offs performed on several feed types resulted in the

selection of the fully- commutating switch network (see Fig. 3.2 ) by bOth

contractors. This feed is characterized by a number of beam positions equal

to the total nwber of elements, and independent control of the amplitude of

each excited element. There are no phase shifters. The number Of beams

thus generated is adequate only because off- foresight monopulse is used for

direction finding. This arrangement represents a major departure from the

E- scan antenm which was designed tO be compatible with the ATCRBS beam-

splitting technique.

The fact that smaller element spacings are required also has an impa~t

on the feed complexity. The beam forming networks must have about twice

as many elements as comparable planar arrays. Note that doubling the

nwber of elements doubles the number of arc- selecting switches and more

fian doubles the number of components in the transfer switch.

The beam steering design is straightforward. The beam steering

unit accepts a digitized beam position command of approximately 8 bits a
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word from an etiernal source and converts it to individual command sigmls I~:

to the various switching circuits. Read-only memories for the transfer switch f~.,
~::

and multiple-throw switches are used as look-up tables. ~

~:
#

3. 1.3 Monopulse Processor

The monopulseproces sors which are applicable tostep-scanned cir-

cular arrays are in principle the same as those described for Rotators (see

Section Z. 1.6). HOwever, the most significant difference is the fact that,

because only discrete beam positions are available, the mOnOpulse system

must provide an unambiguous error sigml up to several tenths of a degree

(the uncertainty of azimuth) beyond the cross -over point between adjacent beams.

One has to examine where that point lies relative to the sum-difference cross-

over to evaluate the desirability of the processors previously described.

This is a design detail having only a small effect on system cost.
i

ANTENNA SYSTEM COST
~

3.2

The physical characteristics pertinent to the azimuth performance of

the system configurations evalmted are summarized in Table 3.1. From a
1,

cOst viewpoint, these are the significant parameters. For each azimuth

configuration, the impact of elevation cutoff rates of 1, 3 and 5 dB/deg was I ,’

The physical parameters associated with the above are given in
[

evaluated. ,

Table 3.2.

Total systems costs are presented in Fig. 3.3 as a functiOn Of the

total number of elements, a significant driting parameter. Note that the

grotih rate increases with the number of elements. This reflects the fact

that the feed and aperture increase in complexity at a rate higher than

proportioml to the number of elements.



Table 3. 1, Agile Beam Array Circumferential parameters.

Radius

7.2’

10.7’

12.5’

12.6’

18.8’

23. 1’

25.0’

Columns

96

128

144

16o

192

256

288

Active COlumnS

(Sector”)

24 (90°)

32 (90°)

24 (60°)

40 (90°)

32 (60°)

64 (90°)

48 (60°)

Table 3.2. Agile Beam Array Axial Parameters.

Drop Off
dB/Degree Number of Dipoles Per Column Height

1 7-8
3.6, - 4. 5t

3 16- 18 8.71- 9.7’ I

5 28 - 32 16,0’ - 18.2’
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The items which were considered in the system costs are,, as fdllows:

.

.

.

.

.

●

Array and associated beam steering control

SLS omni antenna, integrated or separate

Monopulse processor

Tower construction,

Electronics housing

Field installation

erection and foundation

Costs associated with sustaining engineering, tooling and development have

heen absorbed in the total costs.

One breakdown of the total cost of a system with 288 elements is shown

in Table 3.3. The basic array aperture is seen to be the dominant contributor

to the total cost. The data derived by our other contractor, and presented on

Table 3.4, provides a slightly different breakdown in terms of the costs of

the aperture and the beam forming and steering, relative to the total system

price for various values of the performance parameter. In this case, these

are net production costs which do not include tooling or development costs.

Over the range of interest, the beam forming and steering cost is significantly

smaller than that of the basic aperture.

Unlike rotators, some cost breakpoints can be identified for the

cylindrical array. The single most important one corresponds to the point

beyond which dual focusing must be used. All of the 4° systems considered

employ single level focusing only, whereas mOst Z
0

‘Ystems required double

level focusing . Actually, the break point seems to be quite close to 4°.
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Table 3.3. System Cost Breakdow for a 2° BW and
3 dB/degree cut-off rate (Contractor B).

Array structure 49%

Elevation network and dipoles 44%

Beam forming and steering 217.

Tower mounting
Total

16%
m

Table 3.4. Percentage Cost Breakdown vs Performance (Contractor A).

BW/Drop off * 3 dB/deg 5 dB/deg

6° 31%

4° 23-24% 37-4070 48 -50%

2° 2270 36~0 4770

a - Aperture

BW/Drop off 1 dB/deg ~ 5 dB/deg

6° 4770

4° 17-217. 13-167. 9-11%

2° 32% 24 ~. 48~0

b- Beam Forming and Steering

Note: Remainder of system costs consists of structural support,

electronics housing, installation, sustaining engineering and

pro rata tooling and development costs.
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One contractor’s data indicates a $75K cost increment attributable to dml-

focusing in a 2° beamwidth system. Beyond that break point, system costs

tend to increase at a higher rate.

Other potential break points were thought to correspond to the use of

a bimry nmber of excited elements. They are less significant than originally

anticipated and correspond more to local minima in the feed cost per element

rather than true break points. For the systems that were considered there

is no evidence of a significant savings which can be singularly attributed to

binary cperation. Given the overall trends it appears that to minimize costs,

one should simply minimize the total number of elements.

The use of an integral, rather than separate, omni- directional antenna

was found to increase the system cost by only about 170. (Its impact on gain,

discussed later, may be more significant. )

The addition of a hopover feature to the elevation pattern (one- step

for a 3 dB/deg cut-off and two-step for a 5 dB/deg cut off) represents

a 5 to 6Y. increase in total system cost.

In circular arrays the overall insertion 10Ss, which is not significant

for rotating antennas, can be a crucial trade- off parameter. Much of the Ioss

occurs in the dielectric material used for the various RF components. One

contractor noted that the selected material represents 7 to 16Y. of the total I

cost and, for their baseline system (4° BW, 3 dB/deg), yields an

8.6 dB insertion loss (16. 5 dB net gain]. This represents a point beyond

which dielectric material costs escalate very rapidly. The data provided by

our other contractor corroborates this result; its baseline system (2. 2° beam-

width, 3 dB/degree has a gain of only 19, 2 dB. *

‘All above quoted gains apply only to sector type

50
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RF cables selected represent at most 18Y. of the totil price and their loss

contribution is small enough to have

The use of less expensive materials

performance.

3.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

3. 3.1 Gain

reached the point of diminishing returns.

results in a rapid. deterioration of overall

The gain of agile beam systems is considerably lower than the gain of

conventioml systems, and is therefore an important performance measure.

Results for the systems considered are presented in Table 3.5. The most

significant aspect of these results is the fact that the gains are about 6 to 7 dB

lower than those for similar rotating antenms. The results als O ~hOw that as

the cut-off rate increases, the elevation network losses also increase at a

higher rate than elevation pattern directivity yielding a net reduction in gain.

(Also true in planar arrays. ) This applies uniquely to sector type beams and

the opposite trend can be expected of mOre directional elevatiOn Patterns

such as those of the cosecant- squared type. The 1 dB or so reduction in

gain attributed to the incorporation of an integral omni is probably not significant

enough to negate the i~erent benefits of such a feature, but is large enOugh

to be explicitly taken into account in any power budget.

3. 3.2 Sidelobes

In addition to amplitude taper and random errors, the sidelobes of

circular arrays are ifiluenced by the number and locatiOns Of the elevatiOn

angles at which collimation is achieved and by the element spacing. Since
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Table 3.5. Gain of Agile Beam Array for
3 dB/Degree Cutoff - Sector beam only.

Radius Columns Active Columns (Sector) BW Gain (dB)—— —

7.2 96 24 (90°) 6° 13.5

10,7 128 32 (90°) 4° 16.4

12.6 16o 40 (90°) 4 15.0

18.8 192 32 (60°) 4 16. 1

23.1 256 64 (90°) 2 17.4

25.0 288 48 (60°) 2.2 19.2

Notes:

1. For 1 dB/deg, gain is increased by O. 8 dB.

2. For 5 dB/deg, gain is reduced by 1.0 dB.

3. SLS omni reduces gain by 0.9 tO 1.4 dB Integral.



the number of focusing angles has a strong cost impact it is particularly

[
~

(
!
F

important in any design specification to take the pertinent system requirements

into account rather than follow precedents.

For example, any evaluation of the impact of sidelob= on interference

would have to take into account the volumetric distribution of aircfiaft in the

type of environment likely to require an agile beam system. Although the

contractors provided a subst~fitial amount “of information on the..behavior of..

sidelobes a need remains to evaltiate th”ei.r effect on various aspects of the

system performance.

3. 3.3 Monopul.se Patterns

In addition to the broade~ing of the azimuth beamwidthvs elevation

angle, which, as in the planar array case, can be a~ributed tO a cOOrdimte

transformation (“projection’! effect), the mainbeam patierns .of. cylindrical

arrays exhibit unique properties. The” .t~ne and apparent beamwidths are””’

further broadened by defocusing effects for elevation angles other than the

collimation angle(s). Figure 3.4 shows a typical variation of the monopulse

difference-to-sum ratio pattern for a single focus case. AS can be seen frOm

these results, the variation in monopulse slope accelerates rapidly at the
I

higher elevation angles. This is due to the joint action of defocusing and

projection effects. As with the sidelobes, one has to give a serious look at

systems requirements for high elevation angles to evalwte the acceptability

of this behavior in the light of the significant cost impact of reducing this by

dual level focusing.
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Fig. 3.4. Antenna Monopulse Ratio Function for 4° System
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Because of the difference in the way in which the sum and difference

illuminations interact with a defocused wavefrOnt, the relative phase Of their

radiation will change with elevation angle. One contractor has considered

exploiting this phenomenon as a form of elevation determinant which can be

used to neutralize the monopulse pttern variation versus elevation angle.

A pos siblity which was suggested, but could not be examined in detail,

is to generate even and odd beams that are optimized fOr, and take advantage

of, the step scanning property of the circubr array. This is motivated by

the following observation: if one could simultaneously excite two of the step-

scanned beams, each being a true vertical fan beam, these could be used to

generate sum and difference patterns which do not exhibit first order coning

effects (individual beam broadening versus elevation will still leave a slope

variation).

3. 3.4 Direction-finding Accuracy

As in the case of rotators, the various kinds of direction finding errors

are sub-divided according to their statistical properties. It is important to

remember that the kinds of arrays that were examined generate a fixed set of

discrete beam positions separated by less than one beamwidth. This implies
I

some consistency in the dependence of DF performance on target azimuth, and

suggests a somewhat different statistical behavior of the errors than in the

case of rotators.

a. Random errors

Of interest here are the errors which are random from chip



There are, however, two observations which shOuld be made in aPPIYing these

results to circular arrays. Firstly, the antenna gain tends to be lower than

that of a comparable rotator (by 6 to 7 dB for the feeds considered here).

Secondly, because of the discrete boresight directions of the array, azimuth

directions corresponding to the beam crossovers will consistently receive

less power than others; the error will be twice as large at tie -3 dB points as

it is at the beam peak (see Eq. 1). In all likelihood this will lead to a reduction

in the maximum slant range that the sensor will be expected to cover while

maintaining a given accuracy. We will therefore assume that the nominal SNR

for a target in the coverage volume of the agile beam sensor is again that

which is sufficient to support the other signal processing functions; the num-

erical value previously used in the case of rotators was 20 dB. When 10

independent samples are available this yields an effective beam split factor of

70 for the noise-contributed error. It is important that the above assumption

be kept in mind when any performance comparisons are made between rotators

(independent or co-located) and agile beam systems.

b. Azimuth-dependent errors

Because the pattern of beams in space is fixed, there will be a

strong dependence of the direction finding performance on the target locations I

with respect to this pattern. In particular, as long as a target is interrogated

on the same beam, some errors will be constant. Because these errors are

of a recurring nature, it is reasonable to focus our attention on the worst case.

Although one would initially schedule interrogations of a target on a predicted

closest beam, it is possible, because of tracking uncertainties, for the target

I to be interrogated beyond the crossover point with the adjacent beam. Unlike
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the rotator for which one can intentiotilly restrict the scheduling window, there

is no way to directly avoid the problem in the step- scan array. One can get

around it by rescheduling another interrogation over the adjacent beam after

the target has been decbred outside of the first beam. TherefOre, when deriving

a figure of merit for the direction finding accuracy of the array it seems appro-

priate, because of the above possibility, to consider only those azimuths between

the crossover points. Numerical values for these crossover points for the

specific arrays that were considered are given in Table 3.6.

As in the rotator case, the principal sources of the azimuth dependent

errors are calibration errors associated with either the monopulse receiver or,

with the variation of the array’s monopulse patterns vs elevation angle.

Table 3.6. Beam Crossover Angle.

Beamwidth Total Number of Elements (also Cross-Over Angle (~)
beams)

6° 96 1.9°

4° 128 1.4°

I

4° 16o 1. 1°

2.2° 288 0.6°

2° 256 0.7°
$
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Previous comments on the monopulse receiver characteristics are again

applicable. A 2 percent error in declared angle is a reasonable figure of

merit.

The impact of the change in the array monopdse slope depends on what

are determined to be the calibration and focusing conditions. Figure 3.5 shOws

the resulting bias error when the monopulse curves fOr a 4° system, singly-

focused at 18° (see Fig. 3. 4) are approximated for calibration purposes by

a single judiciously- chosen straight line. Between O and 20° elevation angle,

the error Up tO 1.4° off-bore sight is less than O. 05°; at 35° the maximum

error has increased to O. 35°. A similar error for the doubly-focused 2°

beamwidth system is shown on Fig. 3.6 which was optimized for a larger

window than would probably be used and is therefore somewhat pessimistic.

Even up to 20° ,the bias is less than O. 05° and reaches O. 20° at 35° elevation.

In evaluating the significance of the deterioration in the DF performance

as a function of elevation angle one should keep in mind that the induced increase

in the dross range errors are lessened by the associated reduction in the maximum

+ar~et slant range.

In the event that the above bias errors are not acceptable, our contrac-

tors have suggested and provided data on means of reducing the error. This
I

can be done by generating more beam posi~ions (twice as many for example) and

permitting a target to be interrogated at 2 or 3 different off- foresight angles,

thereby benefiting from linear interpolation or averaging of several estimates.

The details of these analyses go beyond the intended scope of this report and

will not be reproduced here. It is sufficient at this point to note the existence
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of the possibility of reducing the bias error by a factor of two to ten, depending

on which combimtion of interrogation scheduling and DF algorithm is used.

c. Miscellaneous Errors

Another source of DF error is the boresight shift versus

elevation angle caused by aperture errors and, as in the plamr array case,

has been evaluated at t 0.01° per degree lbeamwidth. This is a bias type errOr

over the time span during which a target does not change its elevation angle

by more than a few degrees.

The rms value of the qmntization error introduced by an 8 bit A/D

conversion of the monopulse signal is about 1/4 percent of the maximum

off-bore sight angle and, for all practical purposes, is negligible.

d. Summa ry

A summary of the various contributions to the system DF error

is presented in Table 3.7. The results are not significantly different from

those for independent rotators.
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Table 3.1. Summary of DF errors for cylindrical array systems.

Type Origin Criterion Error 4° BW Error 2° BW

Reply %ndom Receiver Noise
Error

Reply bias Boresight
variation vs
elevation

Reply bias Antenna Monopuls e

Reply bias Receiver Calibration

Total error bias t %

20 dB SNR/chip

(a) DABS, 10 samples
(b) ATCRBS, 8 samples

O. 0 1°/deg BW

,,best,, linear fit
between beam CrOss -
over points

2 % off bore sight
angle

0.06: PmS

O. 07 rms

0.04°

0. 05~ (<D: elev)
O. 35 (<35 elev)

0.03°

0. 03 °0rms

0.035 rms

0.02°

0. 04 °(<20~ elev)

O. 23 °(<35 elev)

0.015°

0.30° 0.11°



SECTION 4

CO-LOCATED ANTENNAS

Because of the unique physical constraints which prevail when the

beacon and radar are co-located, design requirements were relaxed so as

to permit a large range of configurations to be investigated. In particular,

no requirements on coincidence between the radar and beacon pointing angles

were imposed. The related requirement was that the two antennas share the

same pedestal, thereby rotating in synchronism. Emphasis was placed On

specific designs. The antenna designs that were considered, except fOr the

feed modification kits, are identical to those used for rotators. Therefore,

only the installation factors were examined. Also, since it was determined

that co-location does not significantly affect the direction finding performance

of the beacon antenna systems, the previous discussions on azimuth accuracy

for rotators (Section 2. 3) are applicable here.

4.1 ASR CO-LOCATION

4. 1.1 Shared Reflector

This configuration uses the radar reflector for the beacon by providing

a beacon feed (L-band) integrated with the radar feed (S-band) (see Fig. 4. l(a)).

The studies were carried out from the point of view of performing such a

modification on existing ASR antennas, as opposed to a total rede sign of a

combined radar/beacon antenna. The design investigated by both contractors
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consisted of several interconnected dipoles located on both sides of the present

radar horn. The azimuth beamwidth thus generated is at least 3.5°. If a

single row of dipoles is used, the elevation pattern will tend to follow a

cosecant-sqmred drop-off at high elevatiOn angles, as dOes the radar. With

several rows of dipoles, the pattern can be flattened over the coverage sec-

tor. An illustrative example of beacon azimuth and elevation patterns for

the case of three rows of 4 dipoles is shown on Fig. 4. Z. The cOst Of the

complete conversion was estimated at between $13K and $20K, depending

on the number of dipoles and selection of the monopulse receiver. This price

includes installation of the feed modification kit, an additional channel On the

rotary joint and a separate matched omti-antenna. If the omni and the mono-

pul~e receiver were excluded, the remainder of the conversion process wOuld

cost less than $] OK.

4. 1.2 Top-mounted Antenna

This top-mounted arrangement would be similar in concept to (Fig. 4. l(b)

the existing ATCRBS/ASR configuration. It was calculated that the largest

solid aperture which can be accommodated without exceeding the wind loading

. .
tolerances of the present installations (as determined by the FAA 2100 specs),

is nominally 14 ft wide (4° beamwidth) and 4 ft tall ( 1.0 to 1.5 dB/deg.
I

cut-off). Plar,ar array implementations are generally preferred because they

reqtire the minimum aperture area for a given performance. The conversion

for such a cotiiguration is around $40K. To accommodate larger top-mounted

antennas, the preferable solution seems to be the use of a radome (for radome

costs, see Section 2. 1. 7). Although costs for such larger top-mounted con-

figurations were not explicitly provided, the cost of back-to-back systems

discussed below shouM be fairly representative.
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4. 1.3 Back-to-back Configurations

It has been determined that a 16 ft wide by 10 ft high aperture can be

accommodated on the back of the ASR antenna (Fig. 4. 1 (c)) with almOst nO

modification to the present structure. This would permit installation, for

example, of a planar array with a 4 0 beamwidth, 30 dB sidelobes and 3 dB/deg

cut-off performance. The cost of the complete modi~~cation kit has been

evaluated at $56K.

For larger apertures, the cost escalates rapidly bwause of the extent

of the required modifications to the existing installation. Examples of these

are included in the ASR. colocation cost summary provided on Table 4. 1.

4.2 A’RSR CO-LOCATION

4. 2.1 Shared Reflector

The basic difficulty in providing an integral beacotiradar feed for the

ARSR reflector stems from the proximity of their operating frequenciess. Be-

cause the original study guidelines called for a sector-type elevation pattern,

only one of the alternatives that were considered could qualify as conditionally -

acceptable. This beacon feed consists of dipoles located to the side of the

radar feed (Fig. 4. 3). Its main advantage is that it can be de signed indepen-

dently from any constraints impOsed by the ‘adar ‘eed; ‘his ‘s important

because of the monopulse requirements. Its main disadvantages are the sep-

aration betieen the radar and beacon beams (about 5°) and the beam skew vs

elevation (about O. 7° at 30° elevatiOn). A typical realizable elevation pattern

i
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Table 4. 1. Cost Summary for ASR Co -location.

i

Configuration Size Cut-off Rate cost
(de~es) (dB/degree) ($ x 103)

Integral Feed ----
3.5 1.9 13-20

Top- Mounted Array 14’ x 4’ 4 1.5 40

Back-Mounted Array 16’ X 10’ 4 3 56

Back-Mounted Array 30’ x 10’ 2
(1)

3 190

Back-Mounted Array 30’ X 16’ 2 5 312(1)

Back-Mounted Reflector 31’ x 10’ 2 3 164(1)

(1) Radome included.
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total cost is in the omni, matched to the high cut-off rate of the reflector

(4 dB/deg). The installation of the omni was not considered in detail during

the study but it is recognized to be potentially troublesome. On the basis of

the results of the studies it must be concluded that there are still significant

uncertainties about the overall performance of this kind, of implementation.

It is still very much worth pursuing in more depth because of the significant.

savings which may be realized.

4. 2.2 Top-Mounted

Witiin the constraints imposed by the present radome, the tallest

aperture which can be accommodated is about 4 ft. With an array implementation

this can produce a cut- off rate of at least 1 dB/deg; however, because of

radome effects near the top, one should not expect peak sidelobes lower

than 20 dB. The total implementation cost has been estimated at $14K for a

4° beamwidth and $62K for a 2° beamwidth.

4.2.3 “Chin’! -Mounted

The possibility of locating the antenna just in front of the radar horn

was also briefly considered. Because of the uricertain plans for modifying

the present ARSR pedestals, this was not pursued at the time.

4.2.4 Back-Mounted

Wifi back-mounting, many of the cost and performance uncertainties

.
associated with the previous configurations are eliminated. Even the largest

aperture size considered (33’ x 16’ ) can be accommodated with the limited

modifications. A problem is the 5 sec delay between the radar and beacon,

an issue beyond the scope of this study. Typical costs are provided on the

ARSR co- location cost summary shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Cost Summary for ARSR Co-location.

Configuration Size Bw Cut off Rate cost

(De~ees) (dB/d egree ($X103)

Integral Feed 1. 5-3.0 4.0 25

Top Mounted Array 30’ x 4’ 2.0 1.5 62

Top-Mounted Array 14’ x 4’ 4.0 1.5 40

Back-Mounted Array 30’ x 10’ 2.0 3.0 135

Back Mounted Array 30’ X 16’ 2.0 5.0 260
1
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SECTION 5

CONCLUSIONS*

.

1

For independent rotators, no single antenna implementation has

emerged as clearly most cost- effective. There are, however, a number Of

trends which have been established:

●

b

●

●

For the same aperture size, reflector antennas cost less than

planar arrays.

Reflectors require more aperture area than arrays to achieve

the same gross performance; reflectors are still less expensive,

although, there is some disagreement on pr~cisely how much less.

As peak sidelobes requirements get more stringent there is an

increasing tendency for contractors to perfer arrays.

The most cost- significant design is sue is the trade- off between

use of a radome or use of an appropriate pedestal/drive for the

large antennas or high scan rates. In a 2° BW, 3 dB/deg cut-

off, the critical point occurs around 15 rpm, whereas it occurs

at 30 rpm in a 4° BW 3 dB/deg cut-off system. These happen

to be sets of parameters which are on the border of the range

of interest.

.
The most significant design conclusion for cylindrical arrays is that

the use of off-bore sight monopulse results in a considerable reduction in re-

quired number of discrete beam positions when cOmpared, fOr examPle, tO
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the number generated by the E-SCAN antenm. Typically, it is s~ficient

to have a number of beams equal to the number of columns around the array.

Even though there are obvious advantages to beam agility and potential

advantages to the lack of moving parts, there are two significant factors

which seriously detract from the appeal of such arrays:

● Even with the design simplification mentioned above, cylindrical

arrays were found to be about twice as costly as comparable

mechanically - scanned systems.

● The antenna gain is at least 6 to 7 dB lower than that of con-

ventional antennas. Although this can be compensated for in

the uplink by increasing the transmitter power, it represents

an irreversible loss of signal on the downlink.

In evaluating the economic advantages of co-location one can point to

at least the direct savings of the tower and pedestal cost which is of the

Order Of $50K minimum. Furthermore, the antenna realization can, by

sharing the reflector with primary radar, be very attractive from a cost

viewpoint; the performance constraints and uncertainties warrant that these

configurations be pursued in greater depth than they have so far. In order to

enjoy the benefit of the potential cost satings, the specifications impOsed Od

any co-located design must accommodate whatever constraints are encountered

while still implying a tolerable level of performance.

The last essential point to be made is comon to all three types of

antenna systems and deals with the characterization of the inherent direction-

finding accuracy. Unlike the accuracy of the present ATCRBS system which
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in principle is a relatively constant parameter (primarily because of beam-

splitting and ST C), the accuracy ,of a DABS sensor is strongly dependent on
,

target parameters such as range and altitude, Off-bOresight angle, n~ber

a of replies in scan, and reply pulse content. Therefore, any characterization

of a DABS sensor direction-finding accuracy must first’ include a convention

by which at least all of the above parameters are also specified. It was

determined during the study that , under a reasonable set of conditions described

in the text, a beamwidth as wide as 4° was adequate to meet the O. 15° “one u“

nominal DABS accuracy requirements.

i
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